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Improving Homes. Changing Lives.

5000 SLIM LINE SERIES
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

5000 Series
Slim Line
Picture window
in White

Why choose the Window World
5000 Slim Line Series?
The Window World 5000 Series features what you want most from a
window: Less frame and more glass. Thanks in part to its unique frame
design, the Window World 5000 Series outperforms ENERGY STAR®
standards to help reduce your heating and cooling bills. Not only energy
efficient, the 5000 Series will add to the architectural appeal of your
home. Choose from a wide variety of styling options designed to make
your home stand out, from colors and hardware finishes to decorative
glass and grid designs. The Window World 5000 Series is the perfect
replacement window that you’ll enjoy for years to come.

A shallow 2 7⁄ 8” frame depth means 5000
Series windows may not require you to replace
existing window treatments...saving you time
and money!

• Get up to 40%* more daylight
• Let the daylight in with the 5000
Series...and enjoy optimum energy
efficiency and great design, too.

More daylight. More choices.
5000 Series windows make a big impact on the appearance of your
home—both inside and out. Available in a variety of styles and limitless
number of configurations, the Window World 5000 Series is the ideal
choice to transform your home.
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*The 5000 Series has 40% more glass than our
leading competitor in a 31”x 21” picture window.
For a 36” x 36” slider window, the 5000 Series
provides 20% more viewable area than our leading
competitor.

Window World 5000 Slim Line Series.
Beautiful Window World 5000 Series bring a new look
to your home with exciting geometrics, completely new
styles or mulled configurations. Whatever vision you have
for your home, you can make it happen with Window
World 5000 Series.
A geometric window can serve as a dramatic, stylish
accent. What’s more, Window World 5000 Series
operable geometric windows are fully functional.

Leading Competitor

Slim Line 5000 Series

5000 Series windows are more energy efficient, easy
to open and allow more light than aluminum windows.

Replacing a picture window with a bay or bow window
opens up your home, bringing the outside in.

Single Hung Tilt

End Vent Slider

Single Slider

Bay

Integrated pull rails (IPR)
prevent screen damage
unlike traditional pull tabs.

Operable Radius
Geometric

Geometric Round

Bow

Baffled weeps help
prevent bugs and debris
from entering your
home.
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Single hung windows tilt in for easy cleaning. They
also have reliable and uniform opening and closing
pressure optimized by constant force balance
systems and double-strength glass that weathers
beautifully over time.

5000 SLIM LINE SERIES
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

Small details make a big difference.
At Window World, we know the thoughtful attention to the small details distinguish an ordinary window from a
great one. That’s the difference when it comes to making a house a home.

A

D
B

A

A mitered glazing bead provides
a neatly finished appearance.

B

The interlock features the same narrow, low
profile design as the frame, for attractive
symmetry.

C

Weep holes are covered by small baffles
to keep insects out and provide a
finished look.

D

Integrated Pull Rails (IPR) allow you to
handle the screen from anywhere along
the edge and will never break out the way
pull tabs can.

C

Virtually limitless configurations. Beyond the basics.
Window World 5000 Series windows are available in frame styles to meet every installation and architectural need.
Select from one of four decorative trim frames or ask your installer what custom trim options they offer.

Bullnose Frame*

Brickmould Frame

Craftsman Frame

Block Frame

Featuring edges that are
more rounded than most
other trims, our Bullnose
Frame complements
contemporary or casual
design approaches.

Ideal for enhancing
traditional decor, our
Brickmould boasts a
multi-tiered, sharpedged, classic look.

Although designed to
match other features
popular in Craftsmaninspired homes, our
Craftsman window trim
is versatile enough to
suit many exteriors.

For homeowners who
favor a more raised
profile with squared-off
edges, our substantial
Block Frame is a can’tmiss choice.

*Not available on Casement and Awning windows.
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A high priority on energy savings.
Window World 5000 Series windows are designed to be as energy efficient as possible to conserve natural resources
and help you save on utility bills. Engineered for superior thermal performance, these windows make it possible to
achieve just the right degree of warmth or cooling in your home without having to frequently adjust your thermostat.
If you’re looking for eco-friendly, year-round comfort, the Window World 5000 Series is a smart choice.

Judging performance by the numbers.
Today’s windows are tested for energy efficiency by rating them
on two criteria: the U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient.
The U-Factor measures heat transfer—gain or loss---through
glass. The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient measures how much solar
radiation passes through glass and is released as heat. For both
indications, lower numbers mean greater energy efficiency. The
Window World 5000 Series is available in five different energy
packages, giving you the flexibility to choose the level of energy
efficiency that best fits your needs and values.
Winter heat
reflected
back inside

Summer heat
reflected out

UV light
reflected

Visible light
passes through

Existing
Window

Innerglass
Interior
Storm
Window

If you live in a
noisy area, ask
about specialty
glass designed
to reduce
unwanted noise
infiltration.

LOW-E GLASS

Available Energy Packages

SolarZone™

Low Ē², Argon, Intercept

SolarZone™ Elite

Low Ē 3, Argon, Intercept

SolarZone™ Elite Sunshield

Low Ē 3 Plus, Argon, Intercept

SolarZone™ Elite Title 24

Low Ē 3, Argon, Intercept

SolarZone™ Elite Northern Zone

Low Ē 3, Krypton, Intercept Ultra

ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATINGS
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U-FACTOR
(US/I-P)

SOLAR HEAT GAIN
COEFFICIENT

.30
.29
.29
.29
.27

.33
.23
.15
.23
.23

LOWER
RATINGS
=
MORE
EFFICIENT
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Imagine the possibilities.

Interior/Exterior Standard Window Colors

Window World 5000 Series windows and doors
open up an entire world of design possibilities
for your home. Window World 5000 Series has
a portfolio of styling options that empowers
you to create a look that’s distinctively yours.
Choose from vibrant exterior colors, hardware
cast in elegant metal finishes, decorative privacy
glass, and nearly unlimited grid options to give
your windows their own unique look.

Available in white and tan,
the standard vinyl colors are
molded throughout the profile
for long-lasting beauty.
White

Tan

Exterior Painted Custom Colors

Cream

Brick

Tan

Driftwood

Chocolate

Bronze

Espresso

Silver

Pine

Black

Window World interior and exterior colors.
Choose a frame color that complements your
home’s existing trim. Or, select a color that
provides a striking contrast. Either way, you won’t
believe the difference a little color will make.
Windows with Window World exterior painted
custom colors come with a white or tan vinyl
interior.

Ensure security without sacrificing style.
Window World 5000 Series offers a vast selection of locks for every home and every vision. Whether you want
a sleek low profile design or to enhance the safety of your home while retaining the charm and character you’ve
come to love, Window World has the perfect lock for you. You’ve come to the right place for an end result you’ll
love.

Cam Locks
White

Tan

Satin Nickel

Brass

Satin Nickel

Dark Bronze

Satin Nickel

Dark Bronze

Autolocks
White

Tan

Casement
Nesting Handle
White

Tan

*Colors and finishes in this brochure are for representative purposes only and may vary on actual product. See your
Window World store for color swatches.
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Add character to your home.
The right grid design can accentuate the architectural style of your
home and give it more curb appeal. Choose from flat and sculptured
grid styles in assorted patterns. To make your windows easier to
clean, all grids are placed between the glass panes.

Flat 5/8” Width

Contour 3/4” Width

Contour 1” Width

Grid patterns*

Victorian

Colonial

Perimeter

Double
Perimeter

*Other patterns available by request.

Decorative Glass.
Whether want more privacy, better energy efficiency, or a
distinctive look, you’re sure to find the perfect decorative
glass among our ten options.

Rain

Glue Chip

Obscure

Solarcool®
Bronze

Bronze Tint

Grey Tint

Flemish

Delta Frost

Reed

Etch Matte
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Queen Anne

Double
Queen Anne

Why Choose Window World?
Quality: Window World is an industry leader thanks to the superior quality of its products, from premium vinyl and
advanced glass packages to exclusive patented features.

Service: We proudly stand behind every window and door we make. That means that if you ever need us, we’re
only a phone call away.
Warranty: Our Lifetime Limited Warranty is among the industry’s most comprehensive protection plans to give our
customers long term peace of mind. Just like our windows.

To learn more, contact your local Window World store or visit www.WindowWorld.com
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